“Remember, you’re the good guy:”  
**Hidalgo, American Identity, and Histories of the Western**

Susan Kollin

The Browsing Room in the library basement provided me an escape from the often insufferable daily routine [of boarding school]. . . . I read some of the many sets of American literary classics (Cooper’s *The Leatherstocking Tales*, Twain’s travels and novels, Hawthorne and Poe Stories) with considerable excitement, since they revealed a complete, parallel world to the Anglo-Egyptian one in which I had been immersed in Cairo.

—Edward Said, *Out of Place: A Memoir*

In discussing American encounters with the Middle East in contemporary Hollywood cinema, critics often note how the Western has been mobilized as a means of framing these relations. Tim Semmerling’s recent study, “Evil” *Arabs in American Popular Film*, examines movies such as *The Exorcist*, *Black Sunday*, and *Three Kings* for the ways these works extend the codes and conventions of the Western to produce an American orientalist discourse that help resolve threats to U.S. national identity. Orientalism refers to the West’s tradition of representing North Africa and the Middle East as the “other.” Describing the colonial practices of Britain and France, it identifies a complex body of knowledge that operates in the service of European colonial rule. While critics have demonstrated that the practice of orientalism as elaborated by the late cultural critic Edward Said in 1978 is more complicated and contested than he initially proposed, many of his
observations about the development of orientalist representation offer a useful starting point for understanding how cultural forms such as the Western have been extended and deployed in the United States during times of global crisis and uncertainty. The history of the Western in fiction and film gives us numerous instances in which the Indian enemy is figured as an Arab Other. One of the more famous examples may be found in Mark Twain’s 1867 narrative of his middle eastern Holy Land tour in *The Innocents Abroad*, where he describes the region’s inhabitants as “ill-clad and ill-conditioned savages, much like our Indians” and goes on to dismiss both groups as “dangerous . . . sons of the desert.” In the twentieth century, literary Westerns similarly portray Arabs as one of the genre’s established villains. The author of over sixty popular adventure narratives, Zane Grey frequently referenced Arabs in his writings about the American West, with one of his Anglo heroes describing a Navajo as “an Arab of the Painted Desert.” In his best-selling Western, *Riders of the Purple Sage*, and its sequel *Rainbow Trail*, Grey also developed a critique of polygamy as anti-American by describing the Mormon custom as the western kin to the harems of the Middle East. Other writers of the Western likewise located their literary settings in new lands, and their works indicated how the genre constituted part of the larger body of adventure narratives that took place across the globe. Jack London, for instance, wrote a number of short stories and novels set in a variety of locations including the South Seas and the far north of Alaska and the Canadian Yukon. After achieving popularity for his tales of the gold rush days of 1898, London became known in the American press as the “Kipling of the Klondike.”

By examining the uses of the Western in the production of an American Orientalist discourse as well as the character types constructed by such cultural production (stereotypical “Indians” and “Arabs”), this essay contributes to a larger project in American studies that thinks beyond the narrow confines of the nation, participating in what Amy Kaplan calls an “effort to remap” the field from “broader international and transnational perspectives.” Such projects recognize how understandings of the United States must be placed within various movements of empire that, as Kaplan argues, “both erect and unsettle the ever-shifting boundaries between the domestic and the foreign, between ‘at home’ and ‘abroad.’” Although ideologies of American exceptionalism encourage scholars to think of these spaces as distinct and separate, critics such as Kaplan insist that these “domestic and foreign spaces are closer than we think” as the “dynamics of imperial expansion cast them in jarring proximity.”

This essay focuses on the film, *Hidalgo*, a twenty-first century Western released in 2004 that stages European American encounters with Native Americans and Arab peoples from various locales across the Middle East. Film scholar Philip French once noted that while the historical background in the Western is often used for larger mythical stories of adventure and intrigue, “the tales [are] as much about the hopes and anxieties of the time in which they were made as the period they were set.” *Hidalgo* appeared in theaters one year after the U.S.
invasion of Iraq and in the midst of the Bush Administration’s post-9/11 war on terrorism. It should not be a surprise then that the film stages generic Arabs as substitute Indians and potential threat to the cowboy hero. The film features Viggo Mortensen in his first starring role since *The Lord of the Rings* Trilogy (2001-03) and was directed by Joe Johnston, who also directed action/adventure films such as *Jurassic Park III* (2001) and *Jumanji* (1995), and who once served as art director for *Raiders of the Lost Arc* (1981). With a screenplay by John Fusco, *Hidalgo* is based on the autobiography of Frank T. Hopkins, who allegedly spent much of his life as a long-distance horse racer and whose travels took him from the American West to the Middle East in the late-nineteenth century. The horse race itself is coded as a kind of survival of the fittest, with the region’s future imperial rule showcased in the form of the American hero, Frank T. Hopkins.

While critics such as Kaplan address how the denial of empire operates as a founding element of American nationalism in general, historian Melani McAlister explains that in the post-World War II period, U.S. interventions in places like the Middle East have often been presented through a discourse of “benevolent supremacy,” a framework that supposedly distinguishes American overseas power from that of previous European nations and that justifies U.S. policy in those regions. McAlister contends that the term “postorientalist” best describes the changes in representation that emerged during a time “when American power worked very hard to fracture the old European logic and to install new frameworks.” This particular American postorientalism is “one that revitalizes, in a more subtle form, the insistence that fixed cultural differences must structure the organization of political power.” In staging the race between cowboys and Arabs, *Hidalgo* enters discussions about American national identity and foreign policy, particularly the nation’s post-9/11 role in the Middle East as Americans struggled to make sense of the nation’s new mission in the world.

**The Un-American Origins of the Western**

By revisiting the origins of the Western—a form often described as the quintessential American film genre, or what Arthur Schlesinger Jr. referred to as the nation’s “distinctive contribution to the cinema”—critics are able to note how the genre has contributed to and been shaped by exceptionalist ideologies. In the typical story of the genre, the filmic Western emerges out of the literary Western, which itself may be traced to the national narratives chronicled by James Fenimore Cooper, who contributed to the production of an American myth and character in the early-nineteenth century. According to this story, the later dime novels with their tales of captivity and rescue along with the melodramas of silent film helped further develop the literary and cinematic Western into the forms and conventions with which we are familiar today. This well-known history tends to emphasize the Western’s difference and distinction from European national narratives, and as such, presents the genre as uniquely American.
Rick Altman traces a development in American film history that offers a different understanding of the Western. In particular, he examines the early nickelodeon period which saw the growing production of what today might be considered “pre-Westerns,” or what were then called Wild West films, thematically chase films, comedies, melodramas, romances, and epics, that only later became solidified into a genre simply called “the Western.” In the early days of film, the adjective “Western” pointed merely to the usefulness of a specific geography for the setting of a number of different plotlines. Only later did the term “Western” emerge as the name for a series of loosely connected films that played on audience interest in stories set in the region. It was the film industry’s move to southern California around 1908—in an effort to escape the patents laws owned by Thomas Edison in New Jersey where most films previously had been made—that helped solidify the Western as a recognizable genre. The “Americanness” of the genre was further strengthened by other developments. With ready-made sets in which to feature their stories, a landscape that lent itself to a particular storyline, and a large body of trained actors and extras who could play “the cowboy,” “the Indian,” or “the outlaw,” the Western became associated with an American national setting and site of production. It thus became difficult to produce these films in Europe in the early years because of audience expectations surrounding scenery, the absence of proper props, and a lack of appropriate actors who could play these established character types.

Richard Slotkin likewise draws attention to the transformations in literary production that occurred in the mid- to late-nineteenth century and that reveal a more complicated history of the Western. With the advent of printing technologies that made production cheaper, a new type of publication emerged which was later called the dime novel. This literature was a key element in the development of the Western because at its inception, it dealt with popular tales of action and adventure. Just as early films set in the American West were not initially regarded as a genre in their own right, the writers of these texts did not understand themselves as creating Westerns per se. Instead they churned out hundreds of books that told the story of American adventure, and their contact zones were both domestic and foreign. Before the Western was a noun then, it was an adjective, part of a larger constellation of the adventure narrative that took place in various colonial geographies across the globe. The tale of far-away adventure eventually split. While it retained its popularity overall, a significant body of writing ultimately became identified as “the Western,” and was distinguished from other forms of borderland adventures, such as the “Oriental” or “African adventure narratives” that took place across different geographies of imperialism. This history provides another story of the Western, one that offers a more complicated, transnational understanding of the genre’s development. By recalling these developments, scholars may critically attend to the interchanges of “Indians” with “Arabs” as character types in the Western, a move that appears across various zones of contact and which helps restore to memory forgotten elements in the history of the form.
These frequent interchanges were not isolated to literature or cinema, but appeared in other art forms that also developed American orientalist themes in western U.S. contexts. By the mid-nineteenth century, American painters influenced by European art movements began to design their own uses for orientalist themes. German-born painter Carl Wimar, for instance, updated the settings and characters of work by the French military artist Horace Vernet, relocating the scene of Vernet’s 1843 painting “Arabs Traveling in the Desert” to the American West in his own 1856 work, “The Lost Trail.” As one of the more popular western artists, Charles Russell was inspired by European orientalist painters; his work, “Keeoma” (1896), westernized the classic orientalist pose of the odalisque by replacing the harem girl with an Indian maiden clad in a buckskin dress smoking tobacco as she invited the viewer’s gaze. The western American writer, painter, and sculptor Frederic Remington likewise contributed to what Alex Lubin calls the “archives of Arab-as-Indian comparisons in American Orientalist cultural production.” After traveling to Algeria on one of his only two trips abroad, Remington was inspired to produce images of Arab horsemanship in ways that mirror his western art featuring both cowboys and Native Americans. It is thus not surprising that some of Remington’s works that feature a North African setting are housed along with his other cowboy art in the National Cowboy and Western Heritage Museum in Oklahoma City.

Much like the colonial stories that pit noble, upright, virile Europeans against degenerate, despotic savage Others, the story of the Western also typically features an upstanding hero, usually in the form of a cowboy or gunman who defeats the brutal, bloodthirsty Indian or the savage outlaw in order to secure freedom, democracy, and justice. The primary conflict of the Western—its tale of the struggle between savagery and civilization—also corresponds closely to the larger issues at stake in many European orientalist adventure narratives. While the Western helped circulate ideas about the moral certainty of expansion due in part to the alleged racial superiority and elevated qualities of its hero, scholars have recently noted that in some cases, U.S. nation-building during the late-nineteenth century faced additional racial issues and concerns about whiteness that helped distinguish it from European imperialism in the same time period. American studies scholars have noted that some U.S. expansionists in the late-nineteenth-century wanted to avoid arguments about “racial uplift,” “manifest destiny,” or “the white man’s burden” in order to sidestep a larger racial panic that was developing over empire.

As Eric T. L. Love argues, some expansionists recognized the potential such language might have in hindering imperialist projects, especially as fears circulated that expansionism would increase the nation’s non-white population. Love indicates that even as these expansionists were not themselves anti-racist, some of them tried to avoid using race-based arguments in advancing their cause. In this way, it may be difficult to argue for a simple correspondence between European imperialism or Orientalism and the American versions that also arose. Thus, while it may have circulated popularly in U.S. culture in genres such as
the Western, the language of race may not have always served as a politically useful tool for some American expansionist in the nineteenth century. In the immediate post-9/11 period, however, there seems to have been little effort to sidestep discourses of national and racial uplift as celebrations of American cultural diversity as well as ideas of “freedom” and “democracy” repositioned the nation as a model that some believe should be implemented across the world. The Western in the post-9/11 period has similarly been useful in this context, with its plot lines taking on new meaning as the epic struggle between savagery and civilization became a useful shorthand and explanation for American forays into the Middle East.

At the same time, the ironies of the Western morality tale have not been lost on critics of U.S. foreign policy, particularly by those populations directly affected by these projects. During a 2007 visit to Ramallah, for instance, U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice was greeted by Palestinian protesters dressed as Native Americans who carried signs that read, “Mrs. Rice, The Indian wars are not over. We are still here too.” The promises of mobilizing American Indian history—here presented through the iconography of plains Indians disseminated globally by Hollywood film production—as a means of explaining nation-building practices have also not gone unnoticed by Palestinian writers. Mahmoud Darwish’s well-known poem “Speech of the Red Indian,” for instance, is directed toward different cowboys and interchanges Palestinian Arabs and “Indians” for decidedly different purposes.

In his study of “playing Indian” Phil Deloria offers useful insights into how such performances have historically enabled the negotiation of cultural identity. As he indicates, the act of “playing Indian” allowed mostly non-Indian Americans a means of working through unresolved tensions of national identity that involved an acknowledgement and disavowal of Indian presences in the land. As Deloria explains, “[t]here was, quite simply, no way to conceive an American identity without Indians. At the same time, there was no way to make a complete identity while they remained.” In the instance of recent Palestinian protesters, “Indian” performance makes visible the history of colonial occupation as well as the persistence of survival; rather than accepting the role of the savage enemy and perpetrator of violence, these Palestinian “Indians” situate themselves as a violated and dispossessed people struggling to engage in acts of survivance.

**“Looking for a Breed Apart”**

The film, *Hidalgo*, begins as the main character, Frank T. Hopkins, experiences the massacre of Lakota Indians by troops of the U.S. 7th Cavalry at Wounded Knee in 1890. In dealing with the trauma of witnessing the event, he turns to alcohol and joins Buffalo Bill’s Wild West show, which annually toured the United States and Europe, and re-enacted battle scenes from western American history as well as various military excursions overseas, including the famous Battle of San Juan Hill fought during the Spanish-American War. Scholars explain that the actual Wild West show opened with a parade that featured different cultural
groups on horseback. In addition to cowboys and various Native American tribes, the Wild West show included Turks and Arabs, Gauchos and Cossacks, all of whom displayed their own distinctive costumes and horse cultures, and who were pitted against one another alongside the American cowboy. Paul Redding contends that the show’s audiences generally understood the group comparisons within a logic of Social Darwinism. A “horse race between a cowboy, a Cossack, a vaquero, a gaucho, and an Indian was a ‘race between races,’” with “national pride” and the “glory” of one’s race motivating each contestant. Not surprisingly, in the context of the Wild West shows, the Anglo cowboy usually won the race.

Known as a gifted horseman by other entertainers in the show, Hopkins is invited to join the “Ocean of Fire,” a 3,000-mile horse race across the Arabian Desert, which allegedly had been held annually for centuries. During the horse race, Hopkins faces challenges from treacherous opponents, thwarts the sexual demands of a female British horse owner, and woos the daughter of an over-controlling father played by Egyptian actor Omar Sharif, whom audiences may remember as the real-life Michel Shalhoub, the childhood bully known for his painful arm twists as well as other brutal punishments fondly described by Edward Said in his memoir, *Out of Place*.

Born in Alexandria, Egypt in 1932, Omar Sharif first appeared in films during his early 20s when he was cast by well-known Egyptian director Youssef Chahine. While he acted in a number of Egyptian movies from 1954 to 1961, Sharif first gained international recognition in 1962 for his work in David Lean’s film, *Lawrence of Arabia*, where he also received an Oscar nomination for Best Supporting Actor. The film later encouraged generations of moviegoers outside North Africa and the Middle East to imagine Sharif as the “archetypal Arab” on screen, even though he was cast in such roles only a few times after his early work in Egyptian cinema. In watching his performance in *Hidalgo*, audiences may experience a certain degree of intertextual interference, as his role in the 2004 Western is similar to the character he played in *Lawrence of Arabia*. In both films, Sharif serves as the hero’s enemy who is converted to becoming his ally and whose friendship with the westerner—either T.E. Lawrence or Frank T. Hopkins—grants approval to the colonial presence in the region.

After *Lawrence of Arabia*, Sharif frequently appeared on screen as a generic Mediterranean type. He once told an interviewer that his identity made him a “foreigner in every film industry in the world” except Egypt. Sharif played a surprisingly wide variety of national types; in addition to appearing as a German in more than one film, he was also cast as an Armenian, Yugoslavian, Mexican, Austrian, Italian, Greek, and Russian. Sharif’s role in *Doctor Zhivago* (1965) ultimately solidified his star appeal, the film’s popularity due in part to his strong performance and to the ways the movie screened U.S. Cold War myths of and fantasies for a pre-Soviet Russian past.

Richard Fleischer’s 1979 film, *Ashanti*, was one of the few non-Egyptian movies in which Sharif played an Arab character. His work in the film earned him negative press, however, and later led to a general boycott of his work because
of his role as an oil-rich Arab caught up in a kidnapping scheme involving an American woman. Sharif’s earlier performance as Jewish American cardplayer Nick Arnstein in William Wyler’s 1968 musical comedy *Funny Girl*, with Barbara Streisand as his love interest, also sparked controversy as filming took place during the Six-Day War, which led to strong criticism of Sharif for appearing on screen with a Jewish actress.39 In 2003, however, the role he played in French director Francois Dupeyron’s film, *Monsieur Ibrahim*, gained him critical attention for his performance as an elderly Muslim shopkeeper who becomes a mentor to a young Jewish boy from his neighborhood in 1960s Paris.

For an actor seeking broad international appeal, one’s screen name can help or hinder the process, and film stars often take great care in understanding the nuances and subtle meanings a name can have in different national contexts. Over the years, the actor has explained his transformation from “Michel Shalhoub” to “Omar Sharif,” offering two versions of the story in interviews and his 1977 autobiography, *The Eternal Male*. In a 1989 interview, the actor explained the circumstances around his choice of names.

I wanted a name that would be easy for the Western world to pronounce, one that was easy to remember. . . . [W]hat name is going to be easy for the Americans, the English, or the Europeans? . . . . There was Omar Khayyam, whom everybody knew, and Omar Bradley, the famous American general. And then I thought of the sheriffs, the ones in the Westerns, and I decided Omar Sharif was a good combination.40

Aware of how these meanings needed to travel globally with a maximum of ease, he chose a name whose broad significance played into his larger star persona. In his earlier autobiography, however, the actor recounts a slightly different version of how he came upon his screen name as he deliberately considered how best to position himself for both a Middle Eastern and international audience. Steven C. Caton quotes a passage from the autobiography:

I tried to come up with something that sounded Middle Eastern and could still be spelled in every language. . . . Next, I thought of combining Omar with the Arabic sheriff [i.e., a descendant of the Prophet and considered high-born in most Muslim countries] but I realized that this would evoke the word “sheriff,” which was a bit too cowboyish. So I opted for a variant—I became Omar Sharif.41

In these competing versions of the name change, the actor at one time celebrates the popular associations with the mythic cowboy figure of the filmic Western; in the other version, he emphasizes the larger Arabic connections and a shift of spelling that enables him to bypass references to the law-bringing
hero of the American West whose meanings might be received negatively in a
global context.

Just as the actor faced the problems of competing and contradictory mean-
ings in his adopted name, various conflicted elements also tug at the meanings of
Hidalgo as a Western. By the time Hidalgo appeared on screen, the Western had
entered a revisionist cycle and could no longer easily demonize Native Americans
as savage enemies. Like Dances with Wolves (1990), a film commonly cited as
helping usher in the recent cycle of revisionist Westerns, Hidalgo is positioned as
an “Indian sympathy film.”42 For instance, Hidalgo avoids using broken English
to signify the supposed racial and cultural inferiority of the Other and instead
employs subtitles to translate the Lakota speakers as well as the Arabic-speaking
characters. As a revisionist text with some pro-Indian sympathies, the film divides
its loyalties between whites and Native Americans as if to acknowledge the
complexities of racial identity in contemporary multicultural U.S. society. This
dual allegiance is explained in part by the bicultural identity of the hero, whose
mother was a Lakota Indian and whose father was a white army scout. Much
of the film is preoccupied with finding a useable American past for the divided
hero, whose experiences at the Wounded Knee massacre are framed as both a
personal and national trauma. By the end of the film, the shameful experiences
at Wounded Knee are alleviated by the successes Hopkins has in the horse race
against his Arab rivals.

In the contemporary multicultural United States, Arab Americans have
been placed in a complicated, ever-shifting racial category. In the pre-9/11 era,
Arab Americans were granted status as “probationary whites,” a term used by
philosopher Charles Mills for those groups whose cultural status as whites re-
 mains conditional and uncertain as power relations expand and contract racial
definitions in different historical periods.43 At various moments, Arab Americans
have experienced the privileges of whiteness, yet such privileges proved to be
easily revoked in times of national crisis and racial anxiety. The war on terrorism
certainly shifted the racial status of Arab Americans. Even before then, however,
they recognized problems in their racial status as U.S. citizens and sought ways
to address the problem; in the 2000 U.S. census, Arab Americans tried to be
counted as a separate category, but their efforts to settle their provisional racial
status were not successful.44

The complex redefinitions of race in America mirrors the conditional mul-
ticulturalism of Hidalgo, as the encounter between the United States and the
diverse Arab populations of the film is presented within the logics of benevolent
supremacy. It is not an outright conflict like the Indian massacre at Wounded Knee,
but is framed as a more innocent venture, with the hero, a mixed race American,
not just winning a race but liberating Arab people along the way. Audiences have
noted the uneasy way in which Hidalgo operates as a revisionist text, however,
with one film critic calling the movie “Viggo of Arabia,” thus linking it to Da-
vid Lean’s epic film, Lawrence of Arabia, which also received mixed reviews
for its largely sympathetic treatment of Britain’s colonial past in the Middle
East. The phrase “Viggo of Arabia,” also calls to mind the name given to Kevin Costner’s attempts at making a revisionist film in *Dances with Wolves*, which likewise sparked controversy and was alternatively titled “Lawrence of South Dakota,” for its colonial representations of racial conflict and nation-building in the nineteenth-century American West.45

“A Horse of a Most Unusual Color”

The film takes its name from the horse named “Hidalgo” that Frank Hopkins rides throughout the story, an animal whose purpose and function take on complicated meanings throughout the film. As a cultural text, the film is preoccupied with racial definitions and boundaries. When Hopkins first enters the competition, for instance, an opponent comments on the animal’s pedigree, describing the animal as “a horse of a most unusual color.” Hidalgo, we learn, is a mustang, a free-roaming horse of the American West, an animal whose freedom is meant to mirror that of the western American hero. The early Spanish explorers called the horses “**mesteños,**” which meant “wild,” and later they became known as “mustangs” among the Anglos. Having descended from various breeds—most notably Arabian horses brought earlier to Spain and then to the Americas—mustangs were thought to possess endurance, strength, and speed.46

Here the horse’s name and pedigree are significant for a number of reasons. The wildness of the horse may reference aspects of the American West that are frequently lauded in the Western, particularly the possibilities of the wild and the celebration of nature that is central to the promises of the region. Yet the name “Hidalgo” also references other moments of freedom and postcolonial possibility, particularly the Mexican priest and leader, Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, who led the 1810 revolt that marked the beginning of what would become the Mexican War of Independence.47

As a Spanish term, the name “Hidalgo” is also a reminder that one of the central icons of the American West—the horse—is not actually indigenous to the region. Instead, the animals come from somewhere else, just as the Western itself has a complicated transnational history as an offshoot of colonial adventure narratives. Tumbleweed, that ubiquitous symbol in the cinematic landscapes of the Western, is not indigenous to the American West, but is believed to have migrated from Russia on burlap bags that traveled with the railroads.48 Cowboys cannot claim their origins in the U.S. West either, but serve as the offspring of the *vaqueros*, the first horsemen of the Americas.49 Throughout the nineteenth century, cowboys not only appropriated the land of the southwest, but also as Deborah L. Madsen argues, they took on the lifestyle of the vaquero, creating in turn “a mythology and iconography of the Western cowboy to accompany and legitimize the taking-over of what was once Mexican.”50

One is reminded too of the un-American origins of another icon of U.S. identity, the Statue of Liberty, which Hopkins gazes at with ambivalence when he boards the ship that will take him to the Middle East. As such, the film con-
tributes to a long history of complicated meanings associated with Lady Liberty. Sometimes understood as symbolic of the American national values of freedom, independence, and emancipation, while at other times positioned ironically by marginalized populations in the United States, the Statue of Liberty has accrued a number of meanings, both nationally and globally. Such transformation emerged in the instance of the Lady Liberty statue, “The Goddess of Democracy,” famously erected in Beijing’s Tiananmen Square for different national purposes. While a common meaning of the statue in the United States may be as the “Mother of Exiles” which maternally welcomes millions of immigrants to the land of freedom, the Statue of Liberty has also acquired less positive associations. The late-nineteenth century saw rising nativism and increased efforts to restrict immigration across the nation. In 1882, for instance, the Chinese Exclusion Act barred entry to Chinese laborers and denied citizenship to the Chinese. Critics have thus noted the irony that just as Lady Liberty was rising in New York Harbor, opportunities to enter the United States were increasingly being foreclosed.

The Statue of Liberty also carries with it a transnational history that has sometimes been overlooked by Americans and that has unintended meanings for the film as a whole. Those familiar with Egypt’s history, particularly with struggles over the control of the Suez Canal in the context of imperialism, will remember that the Statue of Liberty was initially designed for display in the Middle East and was originally modeled after an Egyptian peasant rather than a European woman. The French artist Frederic Bartholdi, who designed Lady Liberty, was primarily known for his sculpture, but also contributed to the larger body of nineteenth-century European orientalist painting. During a visit to Egypt in 1855, Bartholdi was awed by his tour of the Sphinx and Giza pyramids. “Their kindly and impassive glance seems to ignore the present and to be fixed upon an unlimited future,” he wrote.

While in Egypt, Bartholdi was a productive orientalist artist, creating more than two hundred drawings and two dozen oil studies, some of which he displayed in salons upon his return to France. Influenced by the Suez Canal project, he was inspired in 1867 to design a giant lighthouse that would stand at the entrance of the canal. His plans for this project included a figure in the tradition of the Roman goddess Libertas, this time modeled to represent an Egyptian peasant, or fallaha, who would carry a light that beamed through a headband and a torch that was directed to the skies (See figure 1). The plans were presented to Ismail Pasha, Egypt’s ruler from 1863 to 1879, who eventually rejected the commission. First as clay models based on watercolor drawings of women that Bartholdi encountered during his travels to Egypt, the images eventually shifted in their later form. In Lady Liberty’s travels to New York, the figure lost her Egyptian features and instead became what art historian Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby calls a “remote, abstractly chastened and generalized” female icon.

In a similar way, Egypt—the initial national site for the statue—has experienced a shifting identity between East and West throughout history. As a contested
Figure 1: Frederic Bartholdi, “Egypt Carrying the Light into Asia” (1867), Musée Bartholdi, Colmar, reprod. C. Kempf.
geography and terrain located between various worlds, Egypt has at times been claimed as African, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, and European. When the Suez Canal opened in 1869, the leader Ismail Pasha famously declared that Egypt was now part of Europe, not Africa. “My country is no longer in Africa; we are now part of Europe. It is therefore natural for us to abandon our former ways and to adopt a new system adapted to our social conditions,” he claimed. In doing so, the leader underscored how Egypt’s position on the map was provisional rather than fixed or determined, an understanding that continues to shape how the nation is regarded by Egyptians themselves as well as others outside the country. 55

A similar concern about hybridity and identity appears in Hidalgo through discussions of Hopkins’ horse, an animal of “impure” origins. In the film, much is made of the thoroughbred horses in the race, which are compared to the mustang with its mixed pedigree and travels through Arabia and Spain to the Americas. On the one hand, the mixed-breed mustang with its impure past can be regarded as a celebration of multicultural America, a nation made up of diverse populations from all over the world. On the other hand, the impure past of the animal parallels the hero’s own troubled identity as a biracial American. It is through both of these figures—the mixed-breed animal and the multicultural American hero—that the film is able to heal the wounds of the nation’s past. In winning the race against the Arabs, both Hopkins and the horse recast the American nation with all of its diversity and complexity as a force to be reckoned with on the international stage. With the prize money from the race, Hopkins buys back land that was stolen from the survivors of Wounded Knee. He also frees his beloved horse, who runs off with a wild herd of other mustangs at the film’s end.

Gender is also mobilized in the narrative. It is a means of defining American national identity through Hopkin’s would-be love interest, the British aristocrat Lady Anne Davenport, who has designs not just on the race and the right to breed her horses with the thoroughbreds, but also on the possibilities of capturing the wild West hero. Davenport appears as an imperial competitor, a symbol of British power in the region, even though as one Egyptian film reviewer pointed out, there are problems in the film’s staging of British presence in the 1890s, an era when the region was still under Ottoman rule. 56 Nevertheless, Davenport figures as a powerful threat to be reckoned with in the film. Lady Davenport makes much that she is “looking for a breed apart,” as she puts it in reference to both the horses and the western hero.

In the classic Western, the frontier hero is often positioned in a triangulated relationship between eastern American civilization and western American savagery. The Anglo hero must constantly negotiate between the two forces, avoiding the domesticity and exhaustion of the urban American East while also not succumbing to the temptations of “going native” in the Wild West. 57 In the genre, the West is represented as wild space, the domain of savage nature and unruly Indians, both of which much be tamed by the hero. Meanwhile, the American East is often feminized and racialized, sometimes a force to be contained or controlled and other times represented in the figure of the white woman who is
the hero’s love interest. Jane Tompkins makes a case for the ways the Western emerged as a means of countering female cultural power in the domestic sphere in the nineteenth century and that the qualities devalued in the Western are often those associated with women. Charles Russell’s 1907 painting, “When East Meets West,” depicts aspects of the gendered and racial logic that constructs the region as a meaningful geography. The triangle between the western hero and the two opposed geographies appears here as the Anglo cowboy ponders with some suspicion and amusement the figure of the domesticated, fashionable white woman from the urban East, while a Native American mother and her children look on in the background, thus suggesting their own distance from the meanings and values embodied by this racialized and gendered figure.

Like the typical Anglo hero in the Western, Hopkins struggles to liberate himself from the corruptions of an overly modernized world, represented here in the form of Lady Davenport. Her sexual as well as political competitiveness make her a poor choice for the hero. Here Lady Davenport serves as the feminized symbol of hypermodernity—the domestic, urbanized Other in the classic Western—a figure that tries to tame and conquer the hero. In addition, Davenport serves anachronistically as a stand-in for British colonial order, a force that has to be defeated—if only symbolically—in order for the American to assert his own national interests.

The film also features Jazira, the daughter of Sheikh Riyadh, who is played by Zuleikha Robinson, a British actress of Burmese, Iranian, Scottish, and Indian heritage. Like Omar Sherif, Robinson has been cast over the years in a number of film roles from diverse ethnic backgrounds in productions. The love plot between Hopkins and the Sheikh’s daughter operates within an orientalist logic as it features the “woman of cover” uncovering, and thus apparently gaining agency and independence from patriarchy and Islam in this line of thinking. “Woman of cover” is a term President George W. Bush used to refer to the Muslim woman who wears the head scarf or covers her face, in a speech he gave one month after 9/11. The term “woman of cover” connotes difference by playing on and appropriating the multicultural concept of “woman of color.” At the same time, it suggests in the post-9/11 culture of security a kind of suspicious behavior, as if Muslim women who cover have something to hide. As the free-thinking and brave Jazira becomes interested in Hopkins and he with her, the film borrows from what Ella Shohat describes as the “colonial rescue fantasy,” which relies on the imperial trope of the dark woman “trapped in brutal retrograde societies” in need of rescue. Within the context of what Richard Goldstein calls Bush’s “stealth misogyny,” the chivalrous imperative to emancipate the nonwestern woman takes place already within a colonial framework. The orientalist rescue narrative of the film becomes linked to the frontier captivity narrative, with an Arab Muslim replacing the Anglo Puritan female, as Hopkins struggles to free Jazira from her restrictive clothing, family, and community. Jazira eventually uncovers in front of the western hero, defying her father’s power and rejecting her role as the so-called oppressed Muslim woman. The uncovering is presented...
as a feminist move toward liberation and freedom that also prompts Hopkins’ own delayed racial self-reflection. Having kept his identity as American Indian secret throughout the film, he is now free to uncover and liberate himself racially as a multicultural American.

Jazira’s liberation of Hopkins occurs in other instances throughout the film; far from being a passive or submissive character in the film, she willingly participates in her own uncovering and continually expresses her desires to participate as an active agent in the race. Although Hopkins traces down her kidnappers and eventually restores her to her family, Jazira gets to turn the table on Hopkins in a postfeminist move where she “rescues her rescuer” by helping Hopkins escape. The film’s gender politics follow the complicated and contradictory postfeminism of the Bush administration, the logic being that certain women need help to free themselves, and in doing so, will return the favor by casting their lot with their liberators.

Both Jazira’s name and that of her father, “Sheikh Riyadh,” are also obvious allusions to contemporary geopolitical issues in the Middle East. They serve as strong American touch points, with Al Jazeera being the Arab television network based in Qatar and Riyadh a reference to the Saudi Arabian capital. Both references call to mind recent American efforts at bringing democracy and modernization to the region, as debates about Al Jazeera in the western media circulate around issues of press censorship, freedom of speech, and the transparency of the media, while Saudi Arabia figures as a key ally for the United States in the
region, albeit one that American officials believe must open up more fully to U.S. views and lifestyles. Other significant references also abound in the film. As the updated Tonto figure and subordinate figure to the Anglo hero in *Hidalgo*, Sharif’s character gives his grudging approval to the cowboy hero after the latter proves his worthiness as a male competitor to the Sheikh even before the race officially begins. The first test comes after Hopkins downs a cup of coffee in the middle of a warning from the Sheikh. “Most foreigners find our coffee to be too potent,” he tells Hopkins, who surprises the Sheikh by finishing the drink in one gulp. “Back home, we toss a horseshoe in the pot. Stands up straight, coffee’s ready,” the laconic cowboy replies.

Hopkins also earns respect from the Sheikh when he displays his Colt pistol, in the film a symbol both of the hero’s strength on the American frontier and of U.S. global power past and present. The Sheikh’s fascination with western technology functions as an orientalist cliché, an age-old expression of the West’s alleged superiority and power over the East. The Colt pistol brings further into focus the theme of modernization and the West’s civilizing mission in the region, elements that one reviewer in the Middle East has addressed at some length. Pointing to the ways that Arab history is dismissed throughout the film, Egyptian critic Emad El-Din Aysha highlights what he calls “the satirizing of all things non-American” within *Hidalgo*, as audiences are “constantly presented with symbols of decay, of relics and archaeological remains, of long-gone civilizations, swallowed up by time and the desert.” The reviewer goes on to note in the film the general idea if that the Arabs (may have) had a great past . . . their present is awful; they are lagging behind the rest of the world and the only way to get ahead is to turn their backs on the past. They have to throw themselves wholeheartedly into the hands of the West, with the most Western of all being the Americans.  

Ultimately, the film advances the idea of Arabs throughout the world as bereft or “having no future” unless they have the foresight to “work hand in hand with the West, America.”

As played out in *Hidalgo*, however, this notion of modernization proves to be complicated. On the one hand, an irony that may be lost involves the use of the Western to impart themes of modernization. As one of the most nostalgic of all film genres, the Western usually expresses ambivalence toward modernization and typically operates as an anti-modern response to the changes the rest of the world is experiencing. A central plot element in the genre involves escape, with the hero retreating from an overly developed and modernized world to the wild, untamed, and celebrated *premodern* landscapes of the American West. The Western may thus be somewhat out of place here in its role as modernizing force in the Middle East. On the other hand, critics have also indicated that modernism always contained a large element of nostalgia and melancholia or what might
be called “anti-modernism,” such that we might be better served by speaking of an anti-modern modernism, a modernism that touches back on a previous world and constantly mourns its loss.66

“Remember, You’re the Good Guy”

Film critic Stanley Corkin has argued that in the post-World War II period as the United States sought to secure its role as a world superpower, the project of maintaining U.S. foreign policy “caused untold strains domestically.” In this period, Westerns were made in numbers that rivaled any other moment in American history. Their popularity at the box office might have had to do with how they helped mediate national problems “by grafting the historical onto the mythic” in an effort to help viewers “adjust to new concepts of national definition.”67 In the American culture of security following 9/11, Westerns might serve a similar function. Early in Hidalgo, for instance, the character Annie Oakley, played by Elizabeth Barridge, yells out to Hopkins just as he is entering the Wild West arena, “remember, you’re the good guy.” Such assurances on the part of the sharp-shooting female character point to national anxieties arising during the United States’ recent war on terrorism, an effort that not all Americans agree is effective or even justified.

Ultimately, Hidalgo operates not so much as a historical document of the past then, but as an instance of “benevolent supremacy,” with the American hero appropriately besting what turns out to be an anachronistic British presence in order to take its place in the region. In fact, the source material guiding the plot has been largely discredited as critics have uncovered various deceptions in Hopkins’ version of these events.68 It becomes clear then, that the movie is not just about defeating ghosts of the nineteenth-century past. Instead, the film is less about nineteenth-century Indians and more about twenty-first century American encounters with Arabs. As a Western, the film’s setting in the Middle East points to a crisis in confidence following outcry about the treatment of Arabs and Arab Americans, as many viewers question who the real heroes and enemies in the post-9/11 war against terrorism might actually be. In this context, it is not difficult to see the horse race itself as a contest between nations that has global consequences, as the American hero, Frank T. Hopkins, represents the race that should rightfully win the horse competition and the nation that figures as an appropriate model and standard for others to emulate.
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